
An electronic instrument that is shaped like a music note is an

has up to 21 strings.

A

Created in Australia, the

Nicknamed thumb piano, the is a small wooden board 

is a long pipe and uses 

is a woodwind instrument and the national 

Different parts of the 

Used in both classical and modern Indian music, the 

An ancient instrument that was created over 12,000 years ago and 

make different notes when 

Modern

Created in Puerto Rico, the

were created in Scotland and are woodwind 

is a hollow gourd shaped 

instruments.

with metal keys.

instrument of Ecuador.

circular breathing.

 is similar to a flute is an                           .

they are hit with mallots or players hands.

piece of wood.

.

otamatone
ocarinasitar

rondador didgeridoo
karimba steel drum bagpipes

guiro
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